Díaz et al. (1) proposed an "interdisciplinary framework for the analysis of relationships between functional diversity, ecosystem services, and human actions." Their framework addresses the linkages between land uses and ecosystem service (ES) provision to inform decisions by relevant parties. We welcome the development and practical application of tools for analyzing the complexity of social-ecological systems (SESs), but there are fundamental gaps in the oversimplified framework of Díaz et al.
Díaz et al. (1) proposed an "interdisciplinary framework for the analysis of relationships between functional diversity, ecosystem services, and human actions." Their framework addresses the linkages between land uses and ecosystem service (ES) provision to inform decisions by relevant parties. We welcome the development and practical application of tools for analyzing the complexity of social-ecological systems (SESs), but there are fundamental gaps in the oversimplified framework of Díaz et al. (1) . These flaws obscure critical aspects of the functioning of SESs, preclude their improved understanding, and thereby undermine the goal of fruitful scientific analysis.
In particular, the proposed local-level framework does not consider key determinants of local decisions about resource uses including legacies, institutional and political memories, social/ economic/political constraints and opportunities, linkages between governance and social and environmental contexts, and disturbances. Their model ignores the mediating and structuring role of institutions in all human decisions as well as the relationships of formal and informal institutional processes to local and larger scale dynamics. Furthermore, the model's lack of consideration of flows of influence from local to higher levels (figure 1, lack of arrows from local to higher levels) and inattention to the knowledge of different actors mean that the framework misses basic aspects of human and ecosystem interactions. Indeed, because the approach relies on responses of interviewed actors to identify socially valued ESs without much attention to how key actors will be identified or to essential features of social systems, it is also likely to undervalue critical ESs that other social actors would have emphasized.
Other causal processes and factors that receive limited or no attention in the model of Díaz et al. (1) include structural relationships (e.g., markets and access, nonmarket relations, factors determining social preferences, tradeoffs and synergies between outcomes and their drivers) and political-economic and political-ecological dimensions at local scales (e.g., determinants of access to resources, factors influencing rules and choices for distribution of costs and benefits, rationales and dynamics behind alliances and conflicts associated with the use of resources and ESs). The proposed framework also pays scant attention to demographic shifts, technological impacts on prices and politics, and market dynamics, which are often invisible and misunderstood (2) . Perhaps in their well-meaning effort at simplification, the authors decided to aggregate into the social realm everything from institutional and economic factors to demographic and policy influences. This condensation of the complexity associated with the social precludes analysis of dynamics, adaptive values, and overall influences of processes that act at multiple scales.
Díaz et al. (1) observed that an interdisciplinary framework must be generalizable, practically applicable, and compatible across disciplines. Although their approach captures several aspects of the contributions of functional diversity to ESs of interest to social actors, it requires substantial elaboration to reflect many of the past two decades of insights from the social sciences (3) (4) (5) . Incorporating local institutions, cross-scale linkages, and technological, market, and demographic forces into frameworks that reflect the relationships between functional diversity and ESs at the local level would constitute a necessary step forward. 
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